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imported medicines (which are justifiably regarded as superior
to Soviet products).
At times it looked as if his condition had improved, and that

encouraged him to persevere with the self-medication, which
in the event was almost fatal. After the operation this "erudite"
patient expressed surprise that the stone had not dissolved;
his information derived not from a quack or "old woman in the
courtyard," but from a scientific study written by some
professor. But, as the correspondent comments, this man
failed to take account of the crucial fact that not all kidney
stones are amenable to dissolution.

More letters to the editor

The next letter published in the Literary Gazette came from
a layman living in the town of Zhdanov and was entitled: "Not
subject to appeal." One passage in it seems to encapsulate a
widely held attitude that reflects directly on the quality of
doctor-patient relationships in the Soviet Union. He wrote:
"It is precisely the lack of trust in the consulting doctor and the
absence of contacts with him that obliges a sick person to seek
out other means of treatment and turn to medical books and
journals." The correspondent admitted that such self-reliance
was not very desirable but asked: "What can one do if doctors
are not disposed to discuss their recommendations ?"
He supported the argument that patients need to exercise a

degree of initiative with examples drawn from his own ex-
perience. On checking with the Prescribers' Handbook he had
twice discovered that medicines intended for small children
had been prescribed in a dose over that appropriate for their age.
When some drugs were prescribed for his granddaughter he
discovered what had not been explained by the doctor-namely,
that they could be harmful if administered simultaneously. And
only by sheer persistence did an adult relative of his avoid
severe consequences when a hernia went undiagnosed. The
details of this case-as related by the correspondent-are
instructive for the light they cast on the quality of Soviet
medical education and practice. By British standards, these
appear to leave a lot to be desired, especially when doctors
trained in the centres of excellence in Moscow and Leningrad
are left out of account.
The relative in question had lifted a heavy machine part and

experienced severe pain in the small of his back. A few days
later the pain became more acute and manifested itself in the
stomach as well. After almost two weeks of treatment as an
outpatient this man was admitted to hospital, where he was
subjected to "many analyses, medicines, and injections."
After a fortnight the hospital discharged him, but the pain
continued as before. Understandably dissatisfied and worried,
this patient asked to be referred to the regional hospital (likely
to contain better-qualified staff and superior equipment), only
to have his request rejected as unnecessary. Nevertheless, by
some means he managed to gain admission to his regional
hospital, where, "They discovered that he had a special form
of hernia and performed an operation immediately." Had
he attended even a week later, the doctors said, the operation
could scarcely have been successful.
The final letter in this series was the most liberal in tone and

implicitly took as its frame of reference the psychodynamics of
the transaction between doctor and patient. It emphasised that
the clinician should not only explain the appropriateness of the
prescribed regimen but also "display a respectful attitude
towards the opinion of the patient." The generally high level of
education among the contemporary population and accessibility
of specialist medical writings should be recognised and accepted.
Indeed, the correspondent (a doctor at the Vinnitsa Medical
Institute) considered that a higher level of exposure to bio-
medical knowledge would be beneficial. One expected result
would be less delay between the onset of illness and attendance
at a surgery and, consequently, a more rapid response to
treatment. The "professional debate" should take place with

individuals-not only when they present with symptoms but
also before they take on the role of a sick man-by means of
health education propaganda.

Finally, on the lack of patient choice, this letter made an
important suggestion. Most patients, it asserted, are satisfied
with the doctors sent by fate. But what if events occur similar
to those described by the correspondent from Kiev ? The
answer given was: "Heads of departments and the admini-
stration of the curative establishment must analyse them
carefully. It is necessary to exercise strict control over the
quality of work of such doctors and to outline concrete measures
for improving their qualifications."

In comment, it could be suggested that the solution offered
above might well serve merely to aggravate the problem of
ensuring that the clinician's attitudes and actions are governed
by a sense of direct personal responsibility. Where little or no
choice obtains for either the patient or the doctor, some
depersonalisation may easily occur-especially perhaps in
primary medical care. (At the risk of being autobiographical, my
own trust in my family doctor rests, at least in part, on a
conscious decision to register with him rather than another.) It
is difficult to understand how, in such circumstances, an
insensitive and uncaring attitude towards patients can be
remedied by hierarchical controls; reducing clinical freedom
by the intervention of superordinates, as recommended, would
surely reduce the individual doctor's attempts to use his skills
in the most sensitive and appropriate manner to meet the
different needs of each patient.

But here the technobureaucrats who run the Soviet health
service are confronted by a troublesome dilemma. On the one
hand, they must be seen to take steps to improve the quality of
medical care if they are to retain the confidence of the population.
On the other, they must avoid devolving to practising clinicians
any additional opportunities to benefit the patient-lest this be
perceived as inimical to the overriding interests of the Soviet
state. So, even though confidence and trust in one's doctor may
be fostered by having the opportunity to choose him or her, it
seems certain that Soviet clinicians will continue to be "sent
by fate."
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What is the best treatment for chronic paronychia, particularly in the
elderly ?

The most likely cause is infection with Candida albicans organisms
with secondary bacterial invasion, often pseudomonas bacteria. One
of the newer anticandida preparations such as miconazole or
clotrimazole should be used as these preparations have both anti-
fungal and antibacterial properties. They can be used either as a
solution or a cream, inserted deep into the usually patent nailfold
two or three times a day for a prolonged period, perhaps as much as
three months. To prevent reinfection from bowel organisms some
authorities would recommend. a course of nystatin by mouth. There
may be an underlying cause such as Raynaud's syndrome or ischaemia
from arteriosclerosis, and such conditions may require treatment
separately.

Correction

Severe dry mouth of rheumatoid arthritis

We regret that an error occurred in this Any Question ? (29 September, p 778)
and the simple formulation should have rcad... gum tragacanth 60 mg in
chloroform uater 15 ml.
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